
Rising Stars Mathematics and the 
NCETM Textbook Guidance 



At Rising Stars, we are committed to providing a 
rigorous and comprehensive mathematics 
textbook programme for the new curriculum, and 
as such have taken on board the guidance 
provided by the NCETM in January 2015 on the 
components of quality textbook programmes. 
 
This presentation outlines how Rising Stars 
Mathematics meets the NCETM’s criteria and 
offers a high-quality programme for primary 
schools to deliver a mastery curriculum. 



A good textbook scheme should… 
be a comprehensive learning tool that includes resources for use in 
lessons and independently 

The Rising Stars 
Mathematics Textbooks 
are designed for use as a 
teaching tool in class.  

The Rising Stars 
Mathematics Practice 
Books offer opportunities 
for independent practice.  

The Rising Stars 
Mathematics Teacher 
Guides provide detailed 
notes so teachers can 
teach in the way that best 
suits their own class. 



INSET training 
presentations for staff 

meetings 

Background knowledge sections in 
the Teacher’s Guide support 

teaching using each Textbook page 

A good textbook scheme should…  
provide subject knowledge and pedagogy support to teachers 

2-3 minute subject 
knowledge videos for 

each unit 

Rising Stars Mathematics offers: 



A good textbook scheme should…  
have coherent and connected content in carefully organised 
sections with related concepts presented together 

In Rising Stars 
Mathematics, each 
year follows a clear 
learning sequence of 
14 units where key 
points are drawn 
together to make 
connections. 

Each unit will take 2 
to 3 weeks to teach 
depending on your 
class.  

Making connections 
sections in the Teacher’s 
Guides identify related 

concepts 

Visit www.risingstars-uk.com/rsmathematics for a full contents list. 

http://www.risingstars-uk.com/rsmathematics
http://www.risingstars-uk.com/rsmathematics
http://www.risingstars-uk.com/rsmathematics


A good textbook scheme should…  
provide a step-by-step approach, related to what pupils know 
already 

Detailed teaching notes support 
teachers in designing effective 

lessons, but don’t force them to 
follow prescriptive daily plans.  

In the Rising Stars Mathematics 
Textbooks concepts are developed 
in small steps to build on prior 
learning through guided practice 
and are revisited in later units. 



A good textbook scheme should…  
provide opportunities to develop procedural fluency and 
conceptual understanding 

The Rising Stars Mathematics Textbooks 
use variations, presenting the same idea 
in slightly different ways with small steps 
of progression which draw attention to 

the mathematical relationships. 

The Practice Books provide intelligent 
practice through carefully chosen 

examples which deepen understanding 
while developing fluency. 



A good textbook scheme should…  
reflect the principles underpinning teaching with variation 

The Rising Stars 
Mathematics 
Textbooks contain 
carefully chosen 
examples to 
deepen 
understanding, 
building up in small 
steps and moving 
from using concrete 
resources, through 
pictorial to abstract 
or symbolic 
representations. 



A good textbook scheme should…  
provide frequent opportunities for intelligent practice 

In Rising Stars Mathematics, the Textbooks and 
Practice Books progress from bare practice, 
through to contextualised practice requiring 

reasoning to open-ended investigations which 
deepen understanding and develop fluency. 



A good textbook scheme should…  
show the relevance of mathematical ideas and how they are used 
to solve problems 

Each unit in Rising Stars 
Mathematics begins with 
images of mathematics in 

real-life with question 
prompts to promote 

discussion and reasoning. 



A good textbook scheme should…  
make explicit reference to mistakes and misconceptions and use 
of non-examples 

Concept cartoons  
in the Rising Stars 

Mathematics 
Textbooks expose 

common 
misunderstandings. 

The pupil materials include 
practice activities and 

assessment tasks that ask 
children to identify what’s 

wrong and correct mistakes. 



Different types of activities in the 
Textbooks, Practice Books and 

Homework Sheets provide 
opportunities for children to 

consolidate understanding, explore, 
explain and reason.  

Gameboards in each unit of Rising 
Stars Mathematics encourage 

children to apply knowledge and 
skills whilst consolidating conceptual 

understanding. 

A good textbook scheme should…  
include varied and engaging tasks requiring pupils to notice, 
reason and generalise 



A good textbook scheme should…  
use representations that provide insight; not illustrations merely 
for decoration 

Rising Stars Mathematics Textbooks include a 
variety of mathematical representations, 
models and images which all have a clear 

purpose to enhance learning.  

The use of concrete practical 
resources at all years to aid 
conceptual understanding is 
encouraged throughout. 



A good textbook scheme should…  
provide supporting online resources that mirror the textbook structure 
and digital software that enhances the focus of learning 

In the supporting Online Resource Bank, the resources are 
all organised unit by unit to match the structure of the 
Textbook and Teacher’s Guides. 

The CPD videos are short 2-
3 minute videos which help 
teachers  to develop 
understanding of 
effective pedagogies and 
secure essential 
background 
subject knowledge. 

The concept animation videos  
bring mathematical concepts 
to life and can be used as 
lesson starters to assess 
prior learning. 

The Teacher Toolkit is ideal for 
modelling key concepts on the 
whiteboard to 
save you time preparing your 
own resources. 

See a full overview of all the Online Resource Bank resources 

http://www.risingstars-uk.com/media/Rising-Stars/Series Images/Rising Stars Mathematics/RSM-Interactive-brochure-final.pdf?utm_campaign=1318632_RSM%20launch%20email%202&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Rising%20Stars&dm_i=2H1W,S9GO,2BE902,1ZRPX,1


A good textbook scheme should…  
provide practice that can be used out of school to help develop 
conceptual understanding and fluency 

The Rising Stars 
Mathematics 
Teacher’s Guides 
contain Homework 
Sheets which provide 
photocopiable 
expansion activities 
for children to do 
outside the classroom 
and engage parents at 
home.  

Rising Stars Mathematics Practice Books and games from the Textbooks can 
also be used at home.  



The formative assessment tasks in the 
Rising Stars Mathematics Textbooks 
provide activities that teachers can 
observe to identify which children have 
mastered concepts and which need 
further support.  

Mathematics Half-Termly 
Progress Tests can be used 

alongside Rising Stars 
Mathematics to provide 
summative assessment. 

A good textbook scheme should…  
provide formative and summative assessments to measure progress and 
inform future learning; not merely a collection of more questions to 
practise 



A good textbook scheme should…  
be written by authors with expert knowledge and accrued 
professional experience, who draw on research evidence 

The Rising Stars Mathematics author team draws on a wide range of professional experience 
and knowledge.  
 
The author team includes: 
• Caroline Clissold – highly experienced primary school teacher, mathematics adviser and 

trainer. Caroline is an NCETM Accredited Lead. 
• Cherri Moseley – active member of the Mathematical Association and member of the Joint 

ATM/MA Primary Group. Cherri is an NCETM Accredited Lead. 
• Paul Broadbent – independent maths consultant with over 30 years in primary education as 

a teacher, deputy head, teacher trainer and advisor. 
• Heather Davis – experienced teacher and Lead Consultant for Mathematics with Cornwall 

Learning. 
• Emma Low – experienced primary school teacher and local authority consultant. 
• Linda Glithro – primary specialist, ex teacher, deputy head and head teacher 
• Steph King – primary maths adviser with over 20 years’ experience in primary education. 

Steph is an NCETM Accredited Lead. 
• Belle Cottingham – maths specialist and independent maths consultant. 
 
The Teacher’s Guide includes a bibliography of useful books and research papers. 
 



In addition, Rising Stars Mathematics also 
offers… 

• Rich questioning and use of precise mathematical vocabulary 
throughout, plus useful glossaries 

 

• Warm-up activities to keep mental arithmetic skills bubbling and ensure 
fluency 

 

• Guidance on ensuring progress with ideas for support and challenge 
activities 

 

• Follow-up ideas to further consolidate and extend understanding 

 

• Fun ‘Did you know?’ facts to engage children with mathematics in the 
world around them! 



A refreshing approach to mastering  
the new maths curriculum 

 


